
NEW WEBSITE!
This is the second newsletter of 2020. In this edition, we of Formula Student
Team Delft will present you with our most recent events. We will talk about
the interests drink where we will recruit DUT21, the production kick-o�
event, our new website, driverless status, the livery competition and two
interviews.

Visit our New Website
We have been working hard these last few months to bring our website to
this new decade. Please take a look.
 

https://www.fsteamdelft.nl/

https://www.fsteamdelft.nl/


What's up with Patricia
Apostol?

Who are you?
I'm Patricia, Chief Aerodynamics of
the DUT20e. I was born and spent
the �rst �ve years of life in
Romania, after which I moved to
Belgium where I spent my entire
school career. I moved to Delft in
2016 where I completed my
Bachelor in Aerospace Engineering
in the summer of 2019. My
hobbies include playing the piano,
dancing, sports in general, and I
also love great food! 

What do you do in an average
week to achieve your goals?
The basics include making a tasks
list and planning out my day;
however, everyone does that and I
de�nitely do not always tend to
stick to it. That is why I do a lot of
things to keep me motivated, not
only with DUT duties but also
personal stu�. Sports especially
plays an important role. I dance a
lot with the student association,
am a familiar face of those hugely
overcrowded sports centre group
classes and most recently have
started running with some people
at DUT during the working hours.

Music is also a part of my life,
playing the piano is an activity that
I, unfortunately, now, lack the time
for so instead I tend to sing with
my roommates when we are
relaxing from our busy days. While
it might not sound like much, it



Why did you join FSTD? 
Quite unexpectedly in fact. I
wanted to take a breather from my
studies and knew I wanted the
Dreamteam instead of an
internship experience.

I was planning on joining my old
student team full time, Talaria.
They were and still are building a
personal �ying device for the
Boeing GoFly competition. They
were however far into the design
process and having missed out on
so much of it due to being abroad
for the minor, it wasn’t the full
Dreamteam experience I was
looking for despite having met and
worked with a lot of awesome
people there before. Hence, I
looked into other options. Since
two of my closest friends did Forze
full time, I knew a considerable
amount about the project and was
extremely eager to join.
Nevertheless, when I decided to
apply, the positions I was most
interested in were already taken.  

FSTD was never my �rst choice for
the simple reason that I was one of
those ignorant believers of the fact
that the car and especially the aero
package was the same every year. I
thought that if I ever joined, I
would, in general, be most
interested in working on the
driverless project. However, as I
later found out, I was extremely
wrong.  

Convincing me to actually apply for
the Chief Aero position at FSTD
was none other than our very own
Mechanical God and Electric Chief

does help me re�ect on the day
and tackle all kinds of problems
with a fresh look.

There are also a lot of other factors
that in�uence me, especially the
people around me. If they are
motivated, I am usually also more
motivated.

The aero is slowly being frozen,
are you stressed about it?
While the production of the
already frozen parts is going
decent, the deadlines of the most
critical components are nearing. I
am especially stressing about the
front wing which we are
redesigning since the previous
design, although individually
excellent, was too aggressive and
caused other elements to perform
less optimally. No fear, we are
getting there now! This means that
the car is actually balanced, so
drivable. Yes!

Finally, I am still quite concerned
about our famous new fans, since
they haven’t come in for testing
yet. Nevertheless, I hope a correct
integration will allow us to harness
as much of the predicted
performance as possible!

How hard is the hollow rear wing
to produce?
This year we are planning to do a
hollow wing, these are quite a new
challenge. Which are mostly
associated with making the mould
as well as the assembly. 
The hollow wings have a foam skin
between the carbon �bre layup
which is where all these issues



Engineer, Mr Till Blaha. Working on
a project with him during the
second last Semester of the
Bachelor somehow motivated me
to actually learn more about what
the team was actually doing, the
competition, as well as how the
design evolved during the years. I
was then convinced and decided to
go ahead and apply.

Before I know it, there is a pink
plant (which I’ve managed to kill by
now of course) sitting on my desk
in the FSTD o�ce and I’m trying to
understand why a tyre wake wing
is actually bene�cial.

In conclusion, like with most events
that happen to you in life, even
though some days are not always
the easiest to overcome and I still
have to learn a lot, the project and
people I work with closely
especially have made it an
awesome experience overall!

What do you do within the
team?
At the beginning of the year we, I
along with the other department
chiefs and our chief engineer made
many top-level design decisions
whilst setting the design pillars for
the car I was able to then used as a
starting point for the design drivers
in my own department.

As Chief Aero throughout most of
the design process, I had to
overview the activities that are
going on in the Aerodynamics
department. I assign tasks; make
sure deadlines are met, quality
control, and help with the design

come in. For the wing to be as
smooth as possible, the core has to
match perfectly with the indent of
the mould. It’s quite hard as the
foam has to be cut o� at a precise
point, and imperfections (like little
kinks) tend to occur. 
While that does sound hard, I
believe that integration with the
rest of the car is even harder.
Attaching it is especially
challenging since a hollow wing
does not allow inserts to be easily
placed inside. This is one of the
many challenges that our
department must tackle. At the
moment, we are coming up with
multiple solutions and are doing a
few tests.

Is it hard to manage the largest
department of DUT?
Yes, it de�nitely is. It is by far one
of the hardest things if not the
hardest thing that I had to do this
year. While it might sound silly,
actually managing 14 department
members so they all have a
productive output is a lot harder
than it sounds. It’s still not properly
under control.

Everyone has di�erent schedules
and we have a lot of part-timers
whose availability mirrors peaks
and troughs based on the study
period. Keeping everyone up to
date, productive, and most
importantly motivated is not trivial.
Nevertheless, we try to overcome
this by assigning everyone a clear
responsibility whilst at the same
time aiming for some team



choices whilst not necessarily
making the design myself. Most
importantly, it is my job to
ascertain the correct interfaces
with the other technical
departments. I’m the classic
manager who people trust to know
some technical stu� about
aerodynamics.

At this moment the �nal elements
are being frozen so the full
production process of the aero
package can start.

Meanwhile, I am right now working
with Kevin Dijkstra, chief Vehicle
Dynamics as well as famous DUT
wildcard and joker, on the drag
reduction system of the rear wing
which has the potential of gaining
us at least 10 extra points at the
competitions! I particularly enjoy
this, as it is one of the few design
tasks that I take upon myself.

For the future, the production will
be in full swing, so I hope to also
spend quite some time in the
laminating room. Finally, I’ll also be
assisting with some testing both in
the faculty's wind tunnel and on
track in the latter part of the year.

activities to keep everyone
motivated.

Which do you prefer TU Delft or
the National University of
Singapore?
For my minor in the third year of
my bachelor, I went to Singapore.

Singapore was a completely
di�erent experience from Delft.
Delft taught me how to work
extremely hard whilst most
importantly being independent
and proactive by undertaking
plenty of academic extracurriculars
during my studies. Meanwhile,
Singapore challenged me much
further by extending on the
subjects I found most challenging
at TUDelft however at a Masters
level. The teaching quality there
was also second to none, not to
mention the di�erence in lifestyle
and most importantly weather. I
had considerably more free time,
and whilst I had to deal with 99%
humidity and roaring
thunderstorm, I greatly
appreciated not being blown away
half of the time.

I do not necessarily prefer one
over the other. Seeing however the
new opportunities I had, the fresh
environment I experienced, the
travelling as well as the people I
met, Singapore de�nitely has
inspired me to try and pursue my
Masters abroad.

Wh ' i h J



What's up with Jorge
Castillo?

Who are you?
I am  Jorge Castille and I am from
Peru. At the moment, I am a �rst-
year student MBA (Masters in
Business Administration) student
at MIT Sloan I did Industrial
Engineering as my undergrad after
which I worked in the industry for
6-7 years, especially on the
business side of things. Most of my
career I have spent in Latin-
America.  

Why did you join the team? And
why driverless?
I consider myself a car enthusiast,
especially Formula 1 and
motorsports in general. I also love
technology and am very interested
in learning more about arti�cial
intelligence and machine learning.

Thus when I came across MIT
driverless, it was like a match made
in heaven for me. So as the story
goes, I applied for the job and it
has been a great time.

What do you want to achieve
this year?
My main goal is to deliver on the
value that the sponsors are
expecting out of our partnership,
in order to have a better and easier
chance to renew our partnerships
next year. This way the following
year our e�ort will be on improving
our budget instead of �nding
sponsors.

What are you working on at the
moment?
We are working on a Hackathon
with Arrow, a partner of ours. We
are going to co-host this event in
April. It is going to be really big, as
we will have all kinds of people
from the Boston area.

The event will entail writing code
for small race cars which we will
use to race against each other. It is
a great opportunity for us to get
our name out there and �nd new
people for the team.

How do you experience the
challenge of having a team be
split over two continents?
For myself, I do not experience any
kinds of hardships with this
arrangement. I talk to the people at
Delft twice a week. The hardest
part may be the timezone
di�erences because the calls are
either very early or very late.



What do you do within the
team?
I am leading the business
operation team at MIT, which
means that I am in charge of
�nding sponsors, managing them,
�nance, recruiting, marketing and
long-term planning.

For the engineering team, who
have more frequent interactions
with the team over at Delft, it is a
much harder challenge.

Stroopwa�es or hamburgers?
I don't have a clue what
stroopwafels are, so hamburgers.

Events
Interests Drink

On the 17th of February, a interests drink was held at the Dreamhall, this
time around it was focused on recruiting next year's full-timers of the
DUT21. We were there with multiple other Dreamteams, like WASUB and
NunaX.

Students of all kinds of studies visited our workshop, where we were telling
them everything there is to know about our team and showed them a
simulation of our driverless car driving several laps in our own software.
Especially, about the fact that next year our car will not only be a brand new
electric car but also autonomous at the same time.



If you'd like to join the team, have some questions, or just want to see the
demonstration, join us at our other interest drinks, on the 26th of February
and on the 12th of March

Or sign up via the following link: Formula Student Team Delft | Join Us

Production Kick-o�

This month, we started producing our own parts. A few team members
have been doing courses in the Dreamhall that allow them to use all the
machines in the Dreamhall. Firstly, they have to do the basic bench working
course, to make sure they can use the saw, drill, bending machines and the
guillotine. After that, there are two more courses: lathing and milling (in
Dutch: ‘draaien en frezen’).

We make most of the parts right here at the Dreamhall. However, some
parts (like the wheel hub), are thanks to the courtesy of our partners,
brought to us.

New Website

https://www.fsteamdelft.nl/join-us?fbclid=IwAR0Erl6YY1u_9q6i7HJCX0uikL0Tk0z-gynGUqNl_D3p88ehwKgIGmX-SMY


In our last newsletter, we announced that we were working on a new site to
celebrate our 20th anniversary. This month the last few pages were
completed so we could launch it. We tried to maintain all previous
functionalities of the old site while putting it in a new jacket. Lots of pictures
are used in this site and a more logical navigating route was implemented.

This does not mean that we are done yet. A site is, after all, a thing that has
to be kept up to date. So in the future, small changes will still be made to
the site but nothing major will change.

Please, feast your eyes upon our new site: Formula Student Team Delft |
Home

Driverless Status

https://www.fsteamdelft.nl/


You might say the driverless team doesn’t have anything to physically
produce. They use one of our previous cars and rewrite the software to
perfect everything the car can do around the circuit. But that is not entirely
true: they do build components on to the car. Just to give you an example:
they recently got a brand-new steering actuator. A steering actuator is a
device that partly replaces the driver. The steering actuator holds on to the
steering column and hydraulically makes the steering wheel go clockwise
and counterclockwise, just like a real driver. 

The Livery Competition



As you might have noticed, in the design presentation we showed the cars
in a black the livery. This was intentional as the design for the livery was still
up to discussion. So be reassured, the car will not be fully black.

This year we chose to make a competition in order to decide on the livery.
You might have already seen it on our social media, where we announced
it. The task is simple: draw the colouring picture of the DUT20e and
DUT20d to your liking and send it to us. After the deadline, we will decide
on the best design.

May the best Sharky win!

Get the drawing on DUT20 Livery Competition – Google Drive

Send it to FSteamDelft

What’s next?
Timeline

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nMYy2Ugel8BJ3epgIhYWLrBto3fonde5?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/FSteamDelft/posts/10156700061191104?__xts__[0]=68.ARDNVCBQ-qJBOf6xHiN4Dwr1j0Y5K1BL-wIsOkeNHrTOot2-hG4rBai2Co8XQiLUo0XXtUlpoS3O4kxhZvqk55c4YkCGu70F_IVyE89-GCV0J1gbJ4iLbpPDnQphm_6TCTtJfW5l1EWufe7Nv8aNlf6YGeGS4AQp5g6jEGo0bo3R9NMaufHUmZ0QhYgfB_85auc5AxTEJ4gZ4RIhl2Y9HkSbiUO2XBrPtJtNwBtnyYnQb4KLF3ebcIzZ0LMqFPkYzlMeGPLpNQEbbkRXob-55OTkXjm6HOe2iaPMlLilZbD8TEwN0xMmMTNBJJrTyV--1YfIA6_uTNRFxXP8n4my&__tn__=-R







